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Launch Party Die-namics

Note: You will need two mini brads to assemble the mechanism.

Die cut all of the pieces to assemble the Launch Party mechanism. You should have the following:

 • 1 Pull tab
 • 1 Pull tab sleeve
 • 1 Strip with narrow channel track (die cut from acetate)
 • 2  ½” Circles
 • 1 Gasket (die cut from acetate)

Instructions for assembly:

Cut a panel that measures 4” x 5 ¼”.

Die cut the long channel into the bottom left corner of the panel approximately ¼” from the left edge and bottom of 
the panel.

Adhere the acetate strip (with the narrow channel) to the pull tab through the die-cut holes. Align the pull tab along the 
channel (on the front of the panel), with the brad on the left side and temporarily adhere the pull tab (not the acetate 
strip attached to the top of it) onto the panel to hold it in place.

Slide the acetate strip up so the right end of the channel is positioned just above the pull tab and mark it with a pencil. 
Use the included ¹/8” die to die cut a hole where the pencil mark is or use an ¹/8” hole punch.

Flip the panel over and attach two Slider Elements side by side onto the pull tab, through the channel, keeping them 
positioned to the left, directly beside the brad. Cover both of the slider elements with the die cut circles to secure them 
in the channel.

Fold the pull tab sleeve and adhere the ends together so it forms a continuous loop. Slide it onto the pull tab and 
adhere it to the panel to keep the pull tab straight when you pull on it. You can then remove the temporary adhesive 
from the pull tab.

Line up the acetate strip so the right end of the channel is over the tiny hole cut into the panel earlier, add the acetate 
washer on top, and secure in place with a brad. You can ‘launch’ the acetate strip to the upper right corner of the panel 
by pulling on the pull tab.

To adhere the image you want to launch, add a piece of foam adhesive to the acetate strip just above the right end of 
the channel, adhere the image, and then trim off any excess acetate. 

Create a scene panel for the front of the card making sure it will be tall enough to conceal the launch mechanism 
underneath. Adhere over the launch panel with foam adhesive making sure not to add any in areas where it might 
impede the mechanism. 


